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ABSTRACT 
Australian small and medium manufacturing enterprises (SMMEs) play significant role in 

the country economy. The contribution of the companies to the manufacturing value is 

around 50% beside 62% for manufacturing employment in the manufacturing sector. Hence, 

it is important for this type of company to survive and competitive especially in the 

dynamic global environment. The result of analysis of SWOT and Porter’s five forces 

model for Australian SMMEs using information from some references reveals that the 

companies need some help from the research and educational institution in terms of the 

development of an appropriate model of collaboration which considered the SMMEs 

capabilities and conditions. In the literatures, the discussion on collaboration models are not 

specifically designed for SMMEs thus it does not considered the characteristics of SMMEs 

in their model. The design of this collaboration model for Australian SMMEs is challenging 

as the appropriate model must consider some characteristics of the companies. The model 

must consider the internal and external condition of Australian SMMEs so that the designed 

model must be easy to use, simple and flexible, it does not require an investment or at least 

require minimum expenses for getting involved in the collaboration and it does not require 

the complicated use of the internet and or computer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Australian SMMEs play an important role in the Australian economy as they contribute 

significant value to the Australian manufacturing sector in terms of industry value and 

employment. Almost 60% of the manufacturing contribution to Australian industry is coming 

from SMMEs while around three quarter of the employment in the Australian manufacturing 

sector is from SMMEs (Clarks et al., 2011). Hence it is urgent for the Australian SMMEs to be 

competitive and survive in this challenging and dynamic globalization era. 

The competitiveness of Australian SMMEs in this global environment need to be improved 

as some reports said that there are some factors which are based on their internal and external 

analysis that prevent them to be fully benefited from the openness and globalized business 

environment (Clarks et al., 2011), (Sensis e-Business Report, 2012), (Green & Roos, 2012), (Lin, 

2008). The main factor that can be summarized from their reports which being their ultimate 

problem is the lack of ability for Australian SMMEs to do collaboration with both local and 

international companies. 
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As the current business environment is indicated with the trend of collaboration and 

networking among companies, the Australian SMMEs must be able to get involved in a 

collaborative network or otherwise they will not be able to deliver the right product to the right 

place at the right time for the right price (Lin, 2008). This trend is increasing as the tendency of a 

product to be manufactured and consumed in a single country is shrinking (Abonyi, 2005). No 

firm currently even with abundant resources can succeed alone. This is strengthened by the fact 

that companies tend to focus on their core competency and outsource the non-core competency to 

some suppliers (Abonyi, 2005). Every manufacturing and service firm needs other firms to fulfil 

customer order. They must do their business in a network or otherwise they will die. This hard 

condition impelled organization especially SMMEs to engage in a new form of collaboration, such 

as collaborative networks (Conradsen & Lystlund, 2001). 

The involvement of Australian SMMEs in a collaborative network will prevent them to the 

fluctuation of the world dynamic activities as well as increase their competitiveness and market 

share (Clarks et al., 2011). But unfortunately, the lack of resources, expertise and the appropriate 

model for their collaboration has put them into troubles (Lin, 2008). Although some SMEs 

collaborations have been explained by some researchers (Abonyi, 2005), (Shinawatra, 2001), 

(Walker, 2004), but their discussion still left some disadvantages for the companies in order to get 

the maximum benefit of the collaboration. 

The Australian research and educational institutions as well as local government play 

significant roles in supporting the companies to solve their main problems (Green & Ross, 2012), 

(ATSE, 2013). The support from these institutions can be conducted in terms of knowledge 

support which can be translated into the design of a new and appropriate model of collaborative 

network for SMMEs. This model must be designed with the consideration of their characteristics, 

capabilities and conditions. The result of the internal and external analysis of the Australian 

SMMEs reveals that the appropriate collaborative network model for SMMEs must be easy, 

simple and flexible; it does not require an investment or at least only require minimum expenses 

for getting involved in the collaborative network, it does not require a complicated use of 

computer and internet and finally the designed model must support collaboration with both local 

and international participants. The designed model should reinforce their strengths as well as 

overcome their weaknesses in the presence of threats and opportunities of globalization 

challenges.  

The objective of this paper is to emphasize which is based on their characteristics, 

capabilities and condition, the need of a new model development for Australian SMMEs for 

collaborative production distribution network and challenge the Australian research and education 

institution to develop the model. Based on that, the rest of this paper then being presented as 

follows; first, it reviews the current collaborative network models in which the SMMEs get 

involved in it. Three categories of network models which can be regarded as their representation 

of the current collaborative networks are explained. By reviewing their models, the general 

description of the current type of SMMEs network model can be understood. The advantages and 

disadvantages of the models are discussed. Next is the analysis of the most appropriate model for 

Australian SMMEs by considering other current companies’ collaborative network model in terms 

of production and distribution network model. Finally, the need of the new model of collaborative 

production distribution network for Australian SMMEs is stated. In the end, it is described the 

challenges to the researchers for the development of a new model of collaborative production 

distribution network with the consideration of Australian SMMEs specific characteristics, 

capabilities and condition. 
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2. SMMEs CURRENT COLLABORATIVE NETWORK MODEL 

There are three categories of SMMEs collaborative network models which have been 

explained by researchers. These models consist of Shinawatra (2001) which divided collaborative 

network into three categories in terms of the involvement of companies in any network, Walker 

(2004) views the collaborative network based on the network zone and Abonyi (2005) which 

discuss the collaborative network based on the production network in global value chain. These 

three models are discussed in more detail below. 

Shinawatra (2001) divide the model into three types according to the companies’ 

involvement in any collaborative network. The first category is the type of companies which form 

and being part of supply chain or supporting industry for larger enterprises (LEs). The dependency 

of the companies to the LEs makes them in a lower bargaining position of product price and 

flexibility as everything related with the product information is decided by the LEs. The second 

category is companies which form a collaborative network among them-selves and sell finishes 

product to one another. The last category is stand-alone SMMEs. SMMEs in this last collaboration 

type are still involved in a small supply chain with suppliers and directly sell their product to the 

customers. The three categories of collaboration above are common happened in any country. 

Most of the SMMEs in any country which involve in any collaborative network are positioned in 

category one which is connected with larger corporations as supporting industry. LEs in the first 

category generally play the important role in deciding who will included in their network in order 

to support them to fulfil the end customer order. The second collaborative network model of 

Shinawatra (2001) offered the equal roles among participants in the network. This network model 

offer more flexibility regarding the product decision to be manufactured and sale among 

participants and easily shifts to more global market. The participants’ entrance to the global 

market still requires them to establish collaborative network with global network as the limitation 

scope on their model. The third collaborative network model of Shinawatra (2001) is the smallest 

network model as the scope of the model only reaches small area of customers (See table 1). 

 
Table 1. Shinawatra (2001) network types 

 
 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 

Company involvement 

in the network 

SMMEs part of 

LEs network 

SMMEs part of SMMEs 

network 

Stand-alone SMMEs but 

with limited involvement 

in a small supply chain 

SMMEs dependency Large to the LEs Moderate Small  

Bargaining position Lower High  High  

Networking decision Decided by LEs Decided by SMMEs Decided by SMMEs 

Product information Tight and decided 

by Les 

Flexible and decided by 

SMMEs 

Flexible and decided by 

SMMEs 

Market  Global  Domestic and local Local  

Network scope Global and wide 

customer 

Domestic and local and 

limited customer to 

domestic and local 

Local and small area of 

customer 

Network type Production network Production network Production network 

 

 

Model of Walker (2004) is divided according to the supply chain network zone. The author 

divided the network into four supply chain network zones comprises of upstream zone, midstream 

zone, downstream zone and reverse zone. Upstream zone which is zone of supply connects any 
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raw material from suppliers to the component manufacturers. Component manufacturer add value 

to the raw materials by transforming them into component products. The upstream zone may 

consist of multiple suppliers and multiple component manufacturers. In the second zone which is 

midstream zone, component products from component manufacturers are added its value by 

transforming them into sub assembly or assembly or final products by sub assembly or assembly 

or final product manufacturers. As in upstream zone, participants involved in the midstream zone 

can consist of multiple manufacturers. In the third zone which is downstream zone, the final 

products are delivered to the end customer by adding value to the products and services. This zone 

connect network with the customer. Participants in the downstream zone may consist of multiple 

distributors and or transporters and or retailers. The last zone which is reverse zone is included in 

this supply chain network as Walker (2004) view the process of supply chain as a loop of supply 

chain. In this zone, the value of the end products which have been used by the end customer are 

subtracted by transforming the product and component product into raw material and 

remanufacture the product and other component product for reuse (see table 2). 

 
Table 2. Walker (2004) network types 

 

 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 

Company 

network zone 

Upstream zone Midstream zone Downstream zone Reverse zone 

Connection  Connect suppliers 

to manufacturers 

Connect 

manufacturer to 

manufacturer 

Connect 

manufacturer to 

customer 

Connect customer 

to manufacturer 

Value 

added/reduction 

Transform raw 

material to 

component product 

Transform 

component product 

to final product 

Deliver the final 

product to customer 

Return used 

product to 

manufacturer for 

recycling 

Number of 

participants  

Multiple suppliers 

and component 

manufacturers 

Multiple 

manufacturers 

Multiple distributors, 

transporters, retailers 

and customers 

Multiple 

customers and 

manufacturers 

Network type Production network Production network Distribution network Distribution 

network 

 

 

The division of supply chain network into zones will help SMMEs to position their 

companies in the whole process of supply chain network. The SMMEs positioning in a supply 

chain network will help them to determine on what actions should be done for their 

competitiveness. But the maximum benefit SMMEs can get based on the companies positioning in 

the zone is if they establish collaboration among zones such as collaboration with a network of 

upstream and downstream zone if the SMMEs position is in the midstream zone. This 

collaboration can enhance SMMEs status, information flows and learning possibilities as well as 

increase the success of SMMEs in the whole supply chain network (OECD, 2007). 

The last category of the SMMEs current collaborative network model is explained by 

Abonyi (2005). The author divides the network into three general types of value chain.  The 

differences in the category are associated with collaborative production network and on who drive 

the network. The implication for SMMEs is different as well in each type of supply network. The 

first category is a producer-driven network. In this network, producer which is usually large 

multinational manufacturer plays a central role in organizing and coordinating the other members 
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in the network. The other participants in the network are required to have a certain level of 

capabilities and standards as the lead firm apply high level standard for the product. The second 

category is buyer-driven network. Unlike in the first category, in this second category, it is the 

buyers which can be retailers, marketers or brand manufacturers who play the vital role of 

deciding the product standard, defining product and process specification. Retailer or marketers 

determine the product standard and their specification based on the information from the customer 

and asks for the manufacturers in the collaborative network to produce the products. The level of 

standard is relatively low compare to the first category. This condition offer opportunities 

especially for SMMEs who are capable of meeting the buyer standards. The last category is the 

combination of the two which is a hybrid network. The role of participants in this category is more 

likely the same as no dominant power of lead firm who dictate the other participants on the 

product specifications. The differentiation of supply chain network based on the dominant role of 

certain participant in the network is change the level of participant relationship. Some SMMEs are 

challenged to meet the required standards of the lead firm in the supply chain network so they 

joint in the network while other SMMEs are prefer to joint in a low level product standard which 

can be fulfilled by them. The last category of Abonyi (2005) model is the moderate supply chain 

network. The level of relationship in this network is quite the same but as there are no dominant 

power who determine the required standard, participants who joint in this network will produced 

comparatively different standard of products and services. The network will run unorganized as 

there is no coordinator who can organize the network (see table 3). 

 
Table 3. Abonyi (2005) network types 

 

 Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 

Network driver Producer driven network Buyer driven network Hybrid network 

Participant 

driver 

LEs Retailers, marketers, brand 

manufacturers 

All participants 

Role played in 

the network 

Large and dominant for 

LEs 

Large and dominant for 

retailers, marketers and brand 

manufacturers 

The same role – no 

dominant power 

Network 

decision 

LEs Retailers, marketers, brand 

manufacturers 

All participants 

Product standard 

decision 

High and decided by LEs Relatively low and decided by 

buyers 

Low and no product 

standard 

Difficulty to 

join network 

Hard as LEs determine the 

high standard of product 

and specification 

Relatively easy as the level of 

product standards is low 

Easy  

Level of 

relationship 

High and led by LEs as 

dominant power 

High and led by buyers as 

dominant power 

Low as no dominant 

power 

Network type Production network Production network Production network 

 

 

The description of the current collaborative network models above principally between 

larger enterprises and SMMEs where LEs is the lead firms and between SMMEs where each 

participant has the same roles. In the first collaborative network model, LEs play significant roles 

as decision maker related with the product information while SMMEs provide the best product 

and services as dictated by the LEs. The product standards required by LEs is high and SMMEs 

must fulfil the standards if they insist to keep involve in the network. The SMMEs must keep 
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involved in the current collaborative network model with LEs as it will teach them and increase 

their experience in accessing global market (Shinawatra, 2001). But at the same time, SMMEs 

must join or involved in another collaborative network which offer them flexibility in terms of 

product information decision. 

In the second collaborative network model, SMMEs must form or join in a more holistic 

collaborative network model where participants of the network model cover more area of locations 

with a more range of products and services. The range of products and services resulted by each 

participant in the network model should cover the whole production and distribution process of a 

product. The involvement of SMMEs in this more flexible and holistic collaborative network 

model will extend their scope of market as they can produce and distribute a complete production 

and distribution process and be competitive against LEs collaborative network. 

The importance of holistic collaborative network for SMMEs has been address by Walker 

(2004) as well when describing his network zone. The author suggested that in order to exploit the 

maximum benefit of the collaborative network, each zone should be connected into one big zone 

consist of at least three zones without the need to eliminate the current zone. The minimum three 

zones consist of upstream zone, midstream zone and downstream zone. So that instead of only 

involve in a small scale of collaborative network depend of their position (zone) in the flow of 

production process, it is a big advantages for SMME in each zone to join in one big zone of 

collaborative network, where each participant will benefit the maximum value of the supply chain 

network as well as it will increase the network possibility to offer various products and services. 

All participants involved in the supply, production and distribution of the products must be 

included in the network so that the order fulfilment process in the supply chain network model can 

be optimized comprehensively. This condition will result on the increasing of their market share. 

 

3. AN APPROPRIATE MODEL FOR AUSTRALIAN SMMEs 
The inclusion and integration of all participants involve  in a supply chain network are very 

important  as to guarantee the product to be manufactured and delivered at the right time at the 

lowest cost in the right quantity to the final customer. This condition is happened as well for 

Australian SMMEs as their primary objective is to manufacture a product based on the customer 

order with the highest quality and then deliver the product to the right customer in the right 

quantity at the right time. They find it difficult to survive and competitive by managing 

manufacturing function only, instead, they must consider for managing the distribution function as 

well. The process of product manufacturing and distribution need to be conducted in the form of 

collaborative production distribution network (CPDN) with the lowest prices and time as possible. 

This network consists of all involved participants in the process. The appropriate and 

comprehensive model of CPDN for SMMEs must be able to integrate and managing all the 

involved participants in the chain from suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, warehouses, 

transporters, distribution centre and retailer so that the customer order can be manufactured and 

distributed as required (Lin, 2008). Unfortunately, the current models of CPDN are not 

specifically designed for SMMEs in which enable them to get involved in the whole process of 

customer order fulfilment. They were designed as to involve the SMMEs in only one part or in 

one zone of the whole complete process of the supply chain. As a consequence, the SMMEs do 

not get maximum value for their involvement in the network. Besides, the models are designed 

from the larger enterprises point of view so that the characteristics of SMMEs are not considered. 

The design of an appropriate model of CPDN for SMMEs must consider the current 

collaborative network model as well as the SMMEs characteristics. It must offer equal roles 

among participants with no dominant power who dictate other participants in the network, more 
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flexible in terms of products decision, the model must be enabled to easily shift to a more global 

market and the products and services standard must be determined and agreed by the whole 

participants regardless of their company size. As the roles among participants are the same, there 

must be an intermediary agent as a mediator to coordinate and integrate the whole participants in 

terms of the determination of participants’ configuration to fulfil customer order. This 

intermediary agent will play significant role in this matter as it will manage and determine the 

agreed products and services standards. The agent would be a bridge for SMMEs collaboration 

and would become the main body of the proposed collaborative network model. 

The challenges for the intermediary agent for the successful implementation of the network 

model depend on the agent’s capabilities to manage different objectives and the autonomy of 

participants as well as to manage the communication and coordination among the participants. As 

a mediator, the main task of the intermediary agent then to receive customer order and manage for 

the fulfilment of the order, receive input from participants regarding their resources, capabilities 

and capacities, identify potential participants based on the product breakdown structure and BoM 

to fulfil customer order, do the optimization of participant configuration to perform the production 

process and delivery to the final customer and inform to each participant of their function and 

tasks in the network model. 

The participant in the network consists of any small and medium manufacturing and 

distribution enterprises. Small and medium manufacturing enterprises consist of suppliers and 

manufacturers (assemblies’ manufacturers). While small and medium distribution enterprises 

consist of distributors and transporters. The location of the participants are not limited to only in 

Australian countries but any participants around the world can be involved in the network model 

as long as they fulfil the certain criteria which is determined by the network model. 

Some of the requirements of the participants for their involvement in the network model 

would be (adapted from (Frayret et al., 2001)): 

- It has a focus business to fulfil at least one of the task and function in the network model 

- Each participant is self-managed and they are responsible for their decision but keep their 

commitment to the network model to achieve the network model mission to fulfil customer 

order 

- Each participant may have their own network other than with network model 

- Must provide their real time information in order to configure the optimum participant 

configuration for fulfilling customer order 

- Participant may rely on different strategies to achieve their mission 

- Each participant is self-organised and they allow to dynamically reconfiguring their partnership 

according to the environmental changes. 

The good design of this CPDN model for Australian SMMEs would be a good initial point 

for an effective production and distribution network in their supply chain. The design of a CPDN 

model must involve making decision on the level of customer services, the selection of 

participants’ location, type of product to be manufactured, and allocation and movement of 

products to the manufacturing and distribution facilities and to the final customer for consumption 

(Teng, 2011). The final optimal design of CPDN model would be very important as it dictates all 

decision in the whole network model. 

 

4. THE NEED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF COLLABORATIVE PRODUCTION 

DISTRIBUTION NETWORK MODEL FOR AUSTRALIAN SMMEs 

The current models of CPDN design are developed from the LEs point of view. They are 

developed by considering the LEs characteristics and put the LEs as the main player which 
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dictates the other participants in the network (see table 4). In table 4 which is summary of the 

current CPDN models, most of the network models discussion are only involving participants 

from manufacturers to final customer, hence the role of distribution and transportation process are 

started from the final product manufacturers and omitted the role of the first tier supplier which 

supply the first raw material for the ordered product. Only one reviewed paper discusses the 

involvement of supplier in their network model (Thanh, Bostel & Peton, 2008). Although some 

papers have extended their discussion to the involvement of more manufacturers such as 

component manufacturers and assemblies manufacturers (Teng, 2011), (Chen, Lin & Yih, 2007), 

(Mohd. Lar, 2008), but most of the participants in the network `are still consist of manufacturers, 

distribution centres, transporters and customer. Some other papers involve the production process 

in more detailed as they involve production lines (Bilgen, 2010) and machine centres (Fahimnia, 

Luong & Marian, 2012) as their participants in their network model. One paper include 

retailers/sales centre in their model (Pourrousta et al., 2012) while some other papers put the 

importance of warehouses to be involved in the discussion of their supply chain network (Thanh, 

Bostel & Peton, 2008), (Fahimnia, Luong & Marian, 2012), (Yuan, Low & Yeo, 2012), (Meisel, 

Kirchstein, & Bierwirth, 2013), (Ivanov, Sokolov & Pavlov, 2013). 

Some of the current models put the involvement of transporters as one factor in deciding 

the model objective function (Ding, Benyoucef & Xie, 2004), (Mohd. Lar, 2008), (Bilgen, 2010), 

(Teng, 2011), (Fahimnia, Luong & Marian, 2012), (Yuan, Low & Yeo, 2012), (Meisel, Kirchstein, 

& Bierwirth, 2013), (Ivanov, Sokolov & Pavlov, 2013) even though the role of transporters here 

are limited to transporting or distributing the final products to final customers/retailers. In fact, the 

complete supply chain in the production distribution network model should include all participants 

from the raw material supplier up to the final customers (Walker, 2004) and the involvement of 

transporters here should be included as well from the raw material supply. The optimum benefit of 

the whole supply chain can be gained if all possible participants in the supply chain network are 

involved and included in the optimization process of the network without seeing the different 

geographically locations of the participants (Walker, 2004). The possible involve participants in 

the comprehensive model of CPDN should include but not limited to supplier (raw material and or 

component product), component manufacturers or suppliers, sub assembly manufacturers, 

assembly manufacturers, final product manufacturers, distributors, transporters, warehouses, 

retailers, and customers. 

The main aim of the optimization process for most of the current models is directed to the 

achievement of minimum total supply chain cost. One model though discusses the model 

performance parameter from the companies’ profit perspective which is to maximize global sales 

profit (Chen, Lin & Yih, 2007) by maximizing global sales income and minimizing production, 

transportation and inventory cost. Other model includes the customer satisfaction in their objective 

function along with the minimization of supply chain cost (Ding, Benyoucef & Xie, 2004). The 

advantage of this network model among other network models is laid on its ability to consider 

qualitative parameters in their model optimization process. While most of the minimization of 

supply chain cost in the discussion is focus from the minimization of production cost, distribution 

and transportation cost and inventory cost, some of them include more variables to be considered 

in their discussion such as vehicle hire cost (Tang et al., 2007), supplier selection cost and storage 

cost (Thanh, Bostel & Peton, 2008), processing cost and penalty cost (Mohd. Lar, 2008) and 

handling cost (Teng, 2011). The discussion seem to not see the delivery time is important in their 

model as they are focus on the minimization of cost or maximizing profit, while in this current 

tight global competition, the shortest delivery time is one of the most important consideration for 
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customer beside minimum cost. So it is important to include the time parameters as an addition 

variable in the decision of the optimum supply chain objective function. 

 
Table 4. Current models of production/manufacturing distribution network (P/MDN)  

 

Author(s) Participants 
Model performance 

parameter  

Participant 

location 

(Ding, Benyoucef & 

Xie, 2004) 

Plants (manufacturers), Distribution  

centres, Transporters and  Customers 

Minimum transportation 

cost and Customer 

satisfaction 

Multi 

countries 

(Chen, Lin & Yih, 

2007) 

Plants (manufacturers) consist of 

component plant and assembly plant, 

Distribution centres, and Customers 

Maximum global sales 

profit 

 

Multi 

countries 

(Tang et al., 2007) 
Plants (manufacturers), Transporters, 

Distribution centre, and Customers 

Minimum total 

operational cost 

Multi 

countries 

(Thanh, Bostel & 

Peton, 2008) 

Suppliers, Plants (manufacturers), 

Warehouses, and Customers 

Minimum total supply 

chain cost 

Multi 

countries 

(Mohd. Lar, 2008) 

Plants (manufacturers) consist of 

component plants and assembly 

plants, Distribution centres, Retailers 

– customers, and Transporters 

Minimum total supply 

chain cost 

Multi 

countries 

(Bilgen, 2010) 

Plants (manufacturers), Production 

lines, Distribution centres, Customers 

and Transporters 

Minimum total supply 

chain cost 
One country 

(Teng, 2011) 

Plants (manufacturers) consist of 

component plants, subassembly  and 

final product plants, Distribution 

centres, Retailers – customers, and 

Transporters 

Minimum total supply 

chain cost 

Multi 

countries 

(Pourrousta et al., 

2012) 

Suppliers, Factories (manufacturers), 

Distribution centres, and  Sales 

centres 

Minimum total supply 

chain cost 
One country 

(Fahimnia, Luong & 

Marian, 2012) 

Plants (manufacturers),  Machine 

centres, Warehouse (Distribution 

centres), Customers and Transporters 

Minimum total supply 

chain cost 

Multi 

countries 

(Yuan, Low & Yeo, 

2012) 

Plants (manufacturers), Warehouse 

(Distribution centres), Customers, 

and Transporters 

Minimum total supply 

chain cost 

Multi 

countries 

(Meisel, Kirchstein 

& Bierwirth, 2013) 

Plants (manufacturers), Warehouse 

(Distribution centres), Customers and 

Transporters 

Minimum total supply 

chain cost 

Multi 

countries 

(Ivanov, Sokolov & 

Pavlov, 2013) 

Plants (manufacturers), Warehouse 

(Distribution centres), and  

Transporters 

Minimum total supply 

chain cost 

Multi 

countries 

 

 

By considering all these requirements, characteristics and the pressures from the global 

competition, the Australian SMMEs requires the design of a holistic collaborative production 

distribution network model which covers the whole participants from supplier up to the final 

customer. In the objective function of the required network model, it should consider minimum 
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cost of production and distribution process as well as the shortest delivery time to the final 

customer. Minimum cost and time of product can be achieved by minimizing the cost and time of 

production process, distribution and or transportation, inventory and storage or warehousing. The 

optimum configuration should determine these two parameters in order to achieve the benefit for 

competition. 

 

5. RESEARCH CHALLENGES 

New research challenges in the design of collaborative production distribution network for 

Australian SMEs are being identified and can be described as follows: 

The design of collaborative network for Australian SMMEs must generate positive 

externalities and improve the extension of their current market. The network model must also 

expand the reach of participants in order to allow more transaction with outsider. Its mean that the 

network model must be designed in a holistic approach from supply, production and distribution 

process which covers the whole participants involved in a supply chain network in order to exploit 

the maximum benefit of the collaborative network (Walker, 2004). The involvement of all 

possible participants from different area even countries in the network model will enable the order 

fulfillment process in the network can be optimized comprehensively. Besides, the network model 

must be designed as well to enable the whole participants to interact with each other in order to 

extend, penetrate and integrate their international market as well as enable participants to benefit 

from the synergetic effects of the whole participants resources (Cheety & Holm, 2000). The 

possible involve participants in the comprehensive model of CPDN should include but not limited 

to supplier, manufacturers, distributors, transporters, warehouses, retailers, and customers. This 

comprehensive participant’s involvement will make the design of the network model to consider 

the decision making in terms of the selection of participants’ location, type of product to be 

manufactured, allocation and movement of the products to the manufacturing and distribution 

facilities and to the final customer for consumption (Teng, 2011). Maximum benefit can be 

achieved if the network model consider all decisions at the same time and treat the network as a 

whole production and distribution process for the optimization (Fahimnia, Luong & Marian, 

2012). 

The design of the network model must be based on their internal and external analysis by 

reinforcing their strengths and overcome their weaknesses in the presence of threat and 

opportunities of globalization challenges. So that the designed network model must be easy, 

simple and flexible, require no cost or at least only require minimum expenses for the investment 

to get involved in the collaborative network, it does not require a complicated use of computer and 

internet and finally, the designed model must support collaboration with both local and 

international participants. The involvement of SMMEs in this holistic collaborative network 

model will extend their scope of market as they can produce and distribute a complete production 

and distribution process and be competitive against LEs collaborative network.  

The design of an appropriate model for Australian SMMEs must offer equal roles among 

participants with no dominant power which dictate the other participants in the network, more 

flexible in terms of product decisions as well as the product and services standard must be 

determined and agreed by the whole participants regardless of their companies’ size. This 

condition requires the involvement of an intermediary agent as a mediator and bridge to coordinate 

and integrate the whole participants in terms of the determination of participants’ configuration to 

fulfill customer order. This intermediary agent will play significant role as the main body of the 

designed collaborative network as it will manage and determine the agreed product and services 

standards. The role of this intermediary agent should be to receive customer order and manage for 
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the fulfillment of the order, receive input from their participants regarding their resources, identify 

potential participants to fulfill customer order, do the optimization of participants’ configuration 

and inform to each participant of their function and tasks in the network model. 
The discussion of objective function in the network model must include time and cost 

parameters. Minimum cost and time for fulfilling customer order can be achieved by minimizing 

the cost and time of production process, distribution and or transportation, inventory and storage 

or warehousing. The optimum configuration should determine these two parameters in order to 

achieve the benefit of collaboration. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The analysis of the Australian SMMEs competitiveness in this global market environment 

is based on some factors which are; their internal and external condition, the current collaborative 

network for SMMEs and the availability of an appropriate collaborative network model to enable 

SMMEs grasp maximum benefit of the current global business opportunities. The result of this 

analysis reveals a challenge for the Australian research and educational institution in order to 

design an appropriate model of collaborative production distribution network for SMMEs which 

enable them to easily joint and get involved in a collaborative network to improve their 

competitiveness. The help from the Australian institution for the design of the network model is 

needed as the enterprises are lack of resources to do such important task.  

The challenge for the design of a network model for Australian SMMEs must consider: 

- The holistic approach in order to exploit the maximum benefit of the collaborative network 

- SMMEs characteristics, capabilities and condition as a result of internal and external analysis 

of Australian SMMEs 

- Consider the current collaborative supply chain model of CPDN for SMMEs 

- Objective function of the network model must consider two parameters which are cost and time 

functions. 
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